We demonstrate a topological classification of vortices in three dimensional time-reversal invariant topological superconductors based on superconducting Dirac semimetals with an s-wave superconducting order parameter by means of a pair of numbers (NΦ, N ), accounting how many units NΦ of magnetic fluxes hc/4e and how many N chiral Majorana modes the vortex carries. From these quantities, we introduce a topological invariant which further classifies the properties of such vortices under linking processes. While such processes are known to be related to instanton processes in a field theoretic description, we demonstrate here that they are, in fact, also equivalent to the fractional Josephson effect on junctions based at the edges of quantum spin Hall systems. This allows one to consider microscopically the effects of interactions in the linking problem. We therefore demonstrate that associated to links between vortices, one has the exchange of quasi-particles, either Majorana zero-modes or e/2 quasi-particles, which allows for a topological classification of vortices in these systems, seen to be Z8 classified. While NΦ and N are shown to be both even or odd in the weakly-interacting limit, in the strongly interacting scenario one loosens this constraint. In this case, one may have further fractionalization possibilities for the vortices, whose excitations are described by SO(3)3-like conformal field theories with quasi-particle exchanges of more exotic types.
I. INTRODUCTION
Under periodic boundary conditions, superconducting vortices can be thought of as closed (quasi) onedimensional strings immersed in the superfluid matter. From the mathematical point of view, such un-tangled strings are called uknots, and distinguishing the unknot from other classes of tangles, or links between tangles of closed one-dimensional strings is the subject of knot theory 1 . Strings in superconducting matter, however, distinguish themselves from the original mathematical problem of knot theory. Their quasi-one dimensional nature, together with the vanishing of the superconducting order parameter inside the defect, allows for the existence of inner structure. In general, superconducting vortices are accompanied by bound quantized electronic states (Caroli-de Gennes-Matricon modes) 2 , as well as by quantized units of magnetic flux, in contrast to the featureless strings of mathematical knots.
While complicated knotting of superconducting vortices is strongly unfavored energetically, their inner structure can rearrange and respond under mutual linking due to Berry phases build-up, even for simple single links (simple crossings of non-parallel vortices in open geometries). Such phenomena are, in fact, ubiquitous if the dispersion of the underlying metallic fermions of an s-wave superconductors is linear, as in the case of Dirac semimetals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this case, the fermionic bound states on strings display a chiral spectrum, with gapless linearly dispersing modes along the vortex. Such chiral modes are always prone to anomaly physics (quantum breaking of classical symmetries), itself related to the aforementioned Berry phases build-ups, and typically manifest in θ-term electromagnetic responses of the fermionic matter. Of notable importance, a non-triviality of the chiral dispersing modes in this superconducting scenario is that the existing particle-hole symmetry implies a Majorana behavior of the chiral modes. This means the chiral modes in this case correspond to real valued fermionic degrees of freedom, and as such the chiral modes are neutral particles. The immediate consequence of this is that such modes are insensitive to electromagnetic probing, and whose anomalous behavior is therefore harder to understand from standard field theoretic analyses involving θ-term responses.
It is the goal of this paper to discuss the inner structure rearranging under mutual linking of string-defects in superconducting Dirac semi-metals ( Fig. 1 top, for an illustration). We show that in a superconducting Dirac metal, one can create several distinct types of vortices, which can be classified according to their inner structure. Concretely, the most basic vortices, i.e. the ones which can be used as building blocks for any other complex case, consist of (i) regular/trivial vortices, which carry quantized units of (π in natural units) magnetic flux (ii) Dirac strings, which carry a pair of chiral dispersing Majorana modes, and (iii) the so called chiral vortices 9 , which carry a half-unit of magnetic flux together with a single chiral dispersing Majorana mode. We use these to show that linkings of different combinations of these can lead to the exchange of several types of quasiparticles between them. The exchange possibilities include Majorana zero-modes (from twisting boundary conditions) and e/2 fractionally charged quasi-particles.
Introducing strong interactions allows us to extend the δL(C1, C2) QP exchange half-integer fractional twisted boundary condition odd Majorana zero mode ±2 (mod 8) charge ±e/2 QP (mod 2e) 4 (mod 8) charge e QP (mod 2e) 8 2e Cooper pair TABLE I. Summary of quasiparticle (QP) exhange during a linking process between strings C1 and C2 with change of linking invariant δL(C1, C2) (see (9) ).
picture described above. In this case, more exotic vortices are shown to be possible, out of phases with longrange topological order allowed in the superconductor Majorana surfaces. Thus, under strong interactions, we also argue in favor of further fractionalizations of quasiparticle exchanges based on identifying vortices whose internal matter is shown to be described by the relative tensor product G = SO(3) 3 SO(4) 1 conformal field theories (CFTs) 10, 11 . These consist of CFTs with c = 1/4 central charge, described by counter propagating SO(3) 3 and SO(4) 1 Wess-Zumino-Witten theories under a particular process of condensation 12 , as described in the main text. In this case, the exchanges we can see involve the possibility of exchange of non-Abelian quasi-particles which can be interpreted as fractions of a Majorana zeromode. A summary of these described results is presented in table I, as reference for the reader.
From a topological point of view, a loop linking phenomenon is not a smooth phenomenon, as it necessarily involves an overlapping situation between the vortices, which is responsible for allowing quasiparticle exchange. Correspondingly an integer invariant (linking number) may be defined characterizing the linking profile. To describe the exchange of quasi-particles in such linking process, we adopt two complimentary approaches, both avoiding the anomaly analysis and the subtleties of the charge neutrality of the vortex bound states.
The first approach involves putting the linking number integer invariant (denoted by lk in the main text) together with the topological indices which classify the protected chiral modes inside a vortex (denoted by (N Φ , N )) in order to define a new linking invariant (denoted by L(C 1 , C 2 )) that can be used to classify the exchanged quasiparticles. Throughout the paper we will be always comparing our results with this invariant, showing the consistency of its definition.
The second approach is also novel and involves showing that links of string-defects in superconducting Dirac semi-metals can be mapped into the problem of Josephson junctions at the edge of quantum spin-Hall insulators. The problem can then be treated smoothly, with the linking process being parametrized by the superconducting phase difference across the junction. This way the quasiparticle exchange between linking vortices is treated in terms of topological charge pumps in the Josephson junction. This approach has also the advantage that it allows us also to treat the effects of interactions between particles in the loops. These are shown to affect the quasiparticle exchanges associated with the linking be means of the Z 4 fractional Josephson effect 13 , leading to the mentioned possibility of exchange of e/2 charged quasiparticles between the strings.
These methods are complimentary to the instanton method used in terms of the effective field theory with θ-terms 9, 14 , and avoids the necessity of discussing the anomalous properties of chiral Majorana modes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss vortices in s-wave superconducting Dirac semi-metals; we show that due to the fermionic internal structure, several possibilities of line-defects can be introduced, and we classify such defects by the number of chiral modes and magnetic fluxes they carry (Appendix A displays an extensive analysis, analytical and numerical, of these defects and their chiral spectrum). In particular, in subsection II B we propose a topological quantity (linking invariant) to classify the distinct linking profiles between vortices. In Sec. III we discuss how our vortex linking problem can be mapped into a (long) Josephson junction problem at the edge of a quantum spin-Hall insulator. Appendix B provides a in-depth discussion of this junction problem, extending the previous analysis of Ref. [13] , and providing the results important for our analysis. Following, Sec. IV contains examples of the quasiparticle exchange under vortex linking processes, showing how they should be analyzed from the point of view of our linking invariant and the Josephson junction picture. Finally, Sec. V discusses results regarding further possibilities of fractionalization under strong interactions (the Appendix C contains some useful details about SO(N ) k current algebras). We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. VORTICES AND GAPLESS STRINGS

A. Vortices in Superconducting Dirac Matter
There are two classes of topological line defects in three dimensional BCS superconductors. The first type is given by magnetic flux vortices in type II superconductors. Magnetic fields are concentrated along normal tubular regions, and the magnetic flux is quantized in fractional half-units of the magnetic flux quantum Φ 0 = hc/e (or Φ 0 = 2π when = c = e = 1). For a typical s-wave SC, the flux vortex is quantized in Φ 0 /2 and implies a spatial modulation pairing order parameter ∆ = c † ↑ c † ↓ = |∆|e iϕ , whose complex phase ϕ winds by 2π around the vortex line. For a more general SC, flux vortices can be further fractionalized in units of Φ 0 /4 due to additional order parameters. For example, they appear in p x + ip y SC where a half vortex is accompanied by a π-disclination of the d-vector [15] [16] [17] [18] . They can also be present at pair density wave half dislocations in a FFLOtype SC [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Finer fractionalization can occur at lattice disclinations of topological crystalline superconduc-
FIG. 1. (top)
A depiction of two linked strings; for us, these are to be seen as vortices in s-wave superconducting Dirac semimetals under periodic boundary conditions. The blue and red loops may represent similar or distinct vortices each carrying a set of NΦ flux quanta of hc/2e and of Majorana chiral modes. (bottom)The spectrum of the Caroli-de Gennes bound states at a vortex of an s-wave superconducting Weyl fermion, computed from the method described in the Appendix A. Blue dots correspond to the energies at zero kz momentum in units of δ1 = ∆ 2 0 /EF , where ∆0 is the bulk superconducting gap and EF is the Fermi energy. Of notice is the chiral branch with linear dispersion crossing zero energy, in red. It corresponding to an electromagnetically inert Majorana fermion, due to the Nambu particle-hole constraint of the spinors in the superconductor. tors 8, 26 . In this paper, we focus on strings in superconducting Dirac semimetals where the smallest non-trivial flux vortex carries a magnetic flux of Φ 0 /4, as discussed below.
The second type of topological line defects carries gapless electronic degrees of freedom. In an energy scale less than the bulk excitation gap, they are described by (1 + 1) dimensional fermions and can be chiral or helical, Majorana or Dirac. In the absence of additional symmetries like U (1) charge conservation or time reversal, only chiral modes are protected. They are characterized by a topological quantity known as the chiral central charge c − = c R −c L = N/2, which counts the imbalance between right and left moving thermal current at low energies. The (1 + 1)D chiral string can be effectively described in low energy by the Majorana fermion theory (c.f. Appendix A)
where N = N R − N L , and γ a R , γ b L are real fermions. Chiral Majorana's are not restricted to vortices, and also arise, for instance, along edges of chiral p x + ip y SC, dislocations in weak topological SC, chiral vortices in strong topological SC, and topological insulator -magnet -superconductor heterostructures.
The number N of chiral Majorana species has a topological origin. It is the topological index of the Bogoliubov de Gennes (BdG) defect Hamiltonian H(k, r) that describes the bulk BdG excitations far away from the defect line 27 ,
where φ is the spatial angle parameter on a circle S 1 that wraps around the line defect, k is the three dimensional lattice momentum that lives on the Brillouin zone BZ 3 , and A 
as the Nambu vector, Ξ = ρ y σ y K is the particle-hole symmetry operator and s and ρ are Pauli matrices acting on the spin and particle-hole grading. In the presence of a vortex, the pairing phase of the order parameter ∆(φ) = ∆ x +i∆ y = |∆ 0 |e iϕ(φ) winds by 2πN around the vortex line. The second Chern invariant (2) can be simplified to the winding number N = 1 2πi´2 π 0 dφe −iϕ(φ) ∂ φ e iϕ(φ) and the vortex holds N chiral Majorana fermions. For instance, when N =1, the defect Hamiltonian H Weyl−SC (k, φ) is structurally identical to the one that describes a time reversal breaking domain wall on the surface of a topological class DIII SC 8, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In this case, ∆ x changes sign across the topological SC to vacuum surface interface, and ∆ y changes sign along the surface between the adjacent domains with opposite time reversal breaking orientations. The line defect sandwiched between the two domains carries a single chiral Majorana fermion. To illustrate, the chiral modes can also be found as reminiscent of the standard (gapped) Caroli-de-Gennes-Matricon modes of superconducting vortices. The chiral spectrum of the vortex bound states can then be constructed explicitly, following the discussion in Appendix A, and is displayed in Fig. 1 .
In more general grounds, topological strings in three dimensional superconductors are composites of flux vortices and chiral Majorana modes. They are characterized by two integers (N Φ , N ). The first corresponds to the magnetic flux Φ = N Φ Φ 0 /4 running along the string. The second counts the number of chiral Majorana fermions or the chiral central charge c − = N/2. The vortex in a superconducting Weyl fermion as described above is an example with (N Φ , N ) = (2N, N ) .
Unfortunately, a single Weyl fermion violates the fermion doubling theorem and cannot exist by itself in a true non-holographic three dimensional system. Instead, we focus on a massless Dirac fermion, that is, two Weyl fermions with opposite chiralities, described by the Bloch Hamiltonian
where now τ Pauli matrices act on some orbital or sublattice degrees of freedom, characterizing the chiralities. The BdG Hamiltonian of a superconducting Dirac fermion then takes the form
where µ is the Fermi energy, the Nambu vector is now chosen to include the τ degrees of freedom as ξ k = (c kτ σ , i(σ y ) σσ c † −kτ σ ), and ∆Γ is the off-diagonal superconductor pairing order parameter.
Restricting ourselves to s-wave superconductivity, fermion statistics dictates that there are 10 linearly independent s-wave pairing terms ρ x,y , ρ x,y τ z , ρ x,y τ y σ. We are interested in pairings that gap the Dirac semimetal, so that we can neglect the last 6 terms above and assume the restricted linear combination
Each term in ∆Γ now anticommutes with ρ z (H Dirac − µ) and gives rise to an energy gap E gap = min |∆ ± ∆ τ |, for ∆ = ∆ x + i∆ y and ∆ τ = ∆ τ x + i∆ τ y . Written in second quantized form, the s-wave pairing is ∆ τ στ σ c † −kτ σ c † kτ σ + h.c. where
The magnetic flux along a vortex string Φ = N Φ Φ 0 /4 = N Φ hc/4e is identical to the winding number of the pairing matrix
where φ is the polar angle about the string, and the 1/2 factor comes from the two orbital/sublattice species τ = ±1.
We define the sum and difference ∆ ± = ∆ ± ∆ τ , which are the pairing order parameter in the τ z = ±1 sectors. The parameter space for the 2-component pairing (∆ + , ∆ − ) = (|∆ + |e iϕ+ , |∆ − |e iϕ− ), when the pairing gap E gap = min |∆ ± | is non-vanishing, is topologically equivalent (by a strong deformation retract) to the 2-torus T 2 = S 1 × S 1 parametrized by the two pairing phases ϕ ± . The fundamental group π 1 (T 2 ) = Z×Z has two generators corresponding to the winding of the two pairing phases, and therefore there are two primitive superconducting vortices, one winds ϕ + by 2π around the vortex Lastly, we notice that the (N Φ , N ) characterization extends to general s-wave pairing, which allows ρ x,y τ y σ terms in ∆Γ as long as it gives a non-vanishing pairing gap. This is because (N Φ , N ) corresponds to physical quantities (8) and (2), namely magnetic flux and chiral thermal current, which are well-defined in the general setting (the antisymmetry of the pairing matrix ∆ = −∆ T in general guarantees the normalized winding number (8) to be integral.) The restriction that N Φ and N are either both even or both odd can be relaxed by introducing additional long-range topological order in the presence of strong many-body interactions. This will not be discussed until the later part of this paper in section V where we discuss fractional vortices.
B. Linking invariant
Two disjoint closed topological strings in three dimensions can link. In particular, we are interested in a linking invariant which we define as
Here, C 1 and C 2 are strings with corresponding magnetic fluxes
, with i = 1, 2, and where lk(C 1 , C 2 ) is the integral linking number between the two loops, whose definition we now explain.
The magnetic field along string 
Φ Φ 0 /4)δ S 1 (r), where δ S 1 is the Dirac delta 1-form so that the integral¸P δ S 1 = |P ∩ S 1 | over any closed loop P in real 3-space is the intersection number (counting multiplicities and orientation) between P and S 1 . For instance, dδ S 1 = δ ∂S 1 = δ C 1 , and the linking number between C 1 and C 2 is the intersection number
The linking invariant can be re-expressed out of physical quantities only. Notice that the chiral Majorana fermions along C i is topologically protected by the second Chern invariant (2) . One can define a closed differential 1-form by a momentum space integral
Here the Berry curvature
k,r is defined by the occupied states of the defect Hamiltonian H (i) (k, r) generated only by the defect string C i . Then, the closed 1-form for a given string i, α (i) (r) is still well-defined at positions r far away from C i , in particular, along another string C j . Aś
The invariant is stable against perturbation and deformation. It cannot change unless the bulk gap closes or when topological strings cross. The linking invariant is additive in the sense that
This is natural because, as a consequence of the conservation of energy and magnetic field dB = 0, the magnetic flux and Majorana chirality along topological strings are also additive.
From now on, we will denote an string as C (NΦ,N ) , identifying its structural content, and a given linking process as
), identifying each of the strings participating in the process, as well as the value of the linking number lk. These informations are enough to, from the topological point of view, uniquely characterize the linking invariant and the given linking process.
III. CHIRAL STRINGS LINKING AND QUANTUM PUMPING
The process of linking pairs of strings may lead to a change in the structure of the ground state of the string modes. We devote this Section to the development of an analysis capturing such changes in terms of a quantum pump language and the arising topological consequences.
We approach the problem from a simple non-trivial linking process between string-objects, the linking between two chiral vortices (i.e. type (1, 1) ). This is represented by the linking invariant L lk (C 1 (1,1) , C 2 (1,1) ). As a first example of application of our invariant, notice that a double linking of two chiral vortices (1, 1) or a single linking between a trivial vortex (2, 0) with a Dirac string (0, 2) return the same value:
(1,1) ) = 2; such processes are thus topologically equivalent and the results of this section can also be constructed in terms of the latter, likewise as in terms of the former.
In order to study how the ground state evolution develops in this scenario, we demonstrate here a mapping in which the linking event can be described via an adiabatic process. Through our mapping, we see that string linking processes in Dirac semimetals are equivalent to cyclic phase evolutions across Josephson junctions at the edges of quantum spin-Hall phases; via this picture, the linking process can be studied in full detail, including also effects of fermionic interactions. The process we use here does not require the system's action and is complimentary to the effective field theory approach with instanton processes describing vortex crossings, avoiding the drawbacks of having to consider anomalous electromagnetic responses of neutral fermions 9, 14, 33 . We start by showing the details of our mapping between chiral vortices linking and quantum spin-Hall Josephson junctions, then reviewing the physics of ground state evolution of such particular junctions in the presence of interactions and in the very-long-junction limit, which is our case; finally we display the consequences for physics in some examples.
A. Vortex Linking-QSHJJ mapping
We start considering a simple scenario with a pair of strings, each with a single chiral Majorana mode. Closing the strings into loops, their Hamiltonian reads
where 1, 2 label each loop, γ i l is a real fermion living on the loop with angular momentum l, and v and R are a velocity scale and loop radius. l is an integer or half-integer, depending on the boundary conditions in the Majorana fermions. Due to the conformal symmetry of the problem, no generality is lost by taking loops of equal radii. Notice that the chiral Majorana fermions of the loops can be combined and this problem can equivalently be described in terms of a charged Dirac chiral mode, connecting with the discussion of the equivalence between linkings of chiral vortices and of regular vortices with Dirac strings.
Still making use of the conformal symmetry, we can perform a trick 34 . We squash the loop, obtaining a line segment; the chiral Majorana modes from each loop become then a pair of counter propagating Majorana chiral modes in a single line. For the new pair of helical Majorana fermions, we can write an action
where γ i R/L are now the right and left movers from each line i = 1, 2 and
Here the spatial extension of each line segment is taken as x : 0 → L = πR. The mapping between the loop chiral Majorana modes and line-segment helical Majorana modes is not complete if one does not specify the boundary conditions at each end of the line segment, in order to recover the behavior of the full loop theory. To implement such boundary conditions, we augment the action with the following boundary term
To see that this indeed fixes the boundary conditions as desired, one simply compute the equations of motion. For the right movers of each loop, for example, they read
where boundary contributions appear in integrations by parts. This implies that at the edges
The corresponding equations of motion for the left movers can be obtained by exchanging L and R, so that consistency fixes a 2 = 1 and b 2 = 1. This way, each loop can have a fixed boundary condition, either periodic or anti-periodic, enforced by ab = 1 or ab = −1, respectively.
This result is known 34 , and general for a pair of disjoint Majorana chiral loops. For linking loops, however, it is not the most general possibility. In the process of loop linking there necessarily exists a regime in which scattering of modes from one loop to the other is activated. For a pair of chiral vortices, it should also be expected that such linking process leads to a twist in boundary conditions. One can understand this from a topological point of view as follows: each chiral vortex carries a π/2 magnetic flux. Since vortices of opposite chirality have the Majorana modes in disconnected Hilbert spaces, one can link two vortices of the same chirality with a third one of opposite chirality without changing our topological invariant. While one does not expect this to lead to any new scattering of quasi-particles, due to the disconnected Hilbert spaces, one sees that the three joint vortices have a total of π flux piercing each loop (i.e. each loop has 2 piercing loops each carrying π/2 for a total of π flux). It is then a known fact that piercing a chiral Majorana loop by a π-flux leads to a change in its boundary condition 35 . To account for the discussion above, we write a generalized boundary Lagrangian
This way, the boundary conditions can be thought of as a mapping of the spinor γ = γ
If we take x = 0, for example, the boundary conditions become
where
Now, from γ = Aγ, the boundary coupling matrix must square to the identity A 2 = I 4×4 . A conveniently parametrized solution to this is
A similar set of equations can be derived for the coefficients b ij , but as for the disjoint links, the overall boundary conditions can be fixed by a single set of parameters, which we choose here to be a ij parametrized by the angle ϕ, setting b ij = δ ij for simplicity. Some sign ambiguity arises when deriving these. The ambiguities can be fixed by noticing that in scenario with two linked loops can be chosen to correspond to ϕ = 0; both loops should have anti-periodic boundary conditions in this case, allowing to fix the sign ambiguities. Such a choice will prove convenient for the Josephson junction scenario coming below.
In general, the new boundary Lagrangian can thus be written,
The boundary conditions at x = 0 then follow as
Interpreting these equations is a simple matter. At ϕ = 0, we have a pair of linked Majorana chiral loops, both with anti-periodic boundary conditions. At ϕ = π/2, the loops have merged into a single large loop, with right movers from loop 1 scattering into left movers of loop 2, and vice versa. Finally, at ϕ = π, the loops are disjoint again, but the boundary conditions have changed from anti-periodic to periodic in both loops; the process of evolving ϕ : 0 → π is interpreted as the unlinking of a pair of loops. This is depicted diagrammatically in Fig.  2 .
While these results are enough for us, in the sense that we have succeeded in writing a continuous mapping for the evolution of two linking loops, we can proceed one step further. The squashing of loops into line segments artificially double our set of fermionic modes in the bulk of the lines; these can be then combined into complex fermions. Choosing a gauge such that where {ψ i , ψ † j } = δ ij , the corresponding fermionic Hamiltonian may be written
T and τ and σ matrices live in the Hermitian conjugate and left/right mover spaces, respectively. Particularly important to notice is the fact that the boundary terms got mapped into an s-wave superconducting coupling
This corresponds to a Josephson junction at the edge of a quantum spin-Hall insulator in the extreme longjunction limit 13 (superconductivity is introduced only in point contacts at x = 0 and L). The quasiparticle exchange between two Majorana chiral loops under a linking event can thus be probed by studying the ground state evolution of a corresponding Josephson junction in the edge of a quantum spin-Hall insulator. As shown in Appendix B, following 13 , the fractional Josephson effect in such junctions pumps quasiparticles with a minimum charge of e/2, fixing the periodicity of the Hilbert space under evolution of the superconducting phase difference at 8π, in contrast with the 2π periodicity of the Hamiltonian. Translating back, this provides a means to fix the quasi-particle exchange possibilities under linking phenomena in the vortex context. In what follows, we provide a discussion of these results, fixing the topological properties of the links, and showing that the analysis based on the Josephson effect match the predictions of our invariant defined in (9) .
IV. NOTABLE EXAMPLES
We now return to our discussion about quasi-particle exchanges and vortex linking. Using the crossing between C (1,1) strings as an example, we have studied the phenomenon of their inner structure rearrangement/quasiparticle exchange in terms of the fractional Josephson effect in junctions at the edes of quantum spin-Hall insulators. This is the most basic linking process that needs to be considered if one wants to build, topologically, the results of linkings between any set of arbitrary stringdefects in superconducting Dirac semi-metals. In this section, we will discuss the generalities of the chiral vortex linking in the light of our previous results and use it as a building block to consider the other simple examples of links and quasi-particle exchanges, which can be extended for even more complicated scenarios. Overall, we will show that vortices of Dirac semi-metals wish superconducting s-wave pairings can be linked 8 times before recovering the starting point. In the discussions, we will keep close contact with our linking invariant, showing its robustness, and how to use it in order to topologically connect the quasi-particle exchanging results between seemingly distinct scenarios.
A. Chiral vortex and Chiral vortex
This process was explicitly related to topological Josephson junctions at the edge of quantum spin-Hall insulators. We have already provided a topological argument showing that the effect of a single link (lk = 1) between chiral vortices has as consequence a generation of a pair of zero modes, one in each string, due to a boundary condition change from periodic to anti-periodic. Proceeding further, our Josephson junction picture emphasizes that a double link (lk = 2) between chiral vortices does not lead simply to another twist of boundary conditions and the loss of zero-modes obtained in the first link; rather, a second link between the loops is equivalent to a 2π evolution of the Josephson phase for a junction at the edge of a quantum spin-Hall insulator. Thus, the second linking leads to the exchange of a e/2 quasiparticle between the involved links. Generalizing, an odd number 2n + 1 of linking events between chiral vortices leads to the exchange of ne/2 charges and a zero mode, while an even number 2n exchanges singly ne/2 charges. Importantly, since the strings are immersed into a superconducting medium, a total of 2n = 8 links implies the exchange of a total of 2e charges, which can be absorbed in the superconducting condensate. This implies a topological redundancy in the linking processes of chiral vortices, which are then classified as Z 8 , that is, after 8 links, from the point of view of the internal structure of the strings, they are equivalent to unlinked loops.
As a final comment, it has been argued that vortices of type (1, 1) cannot mutually link in the context of timereversal invariant topological superconductors, as they are restricted to live on such system's boundaries 14 . We refrain from such subtleties, not restricting ourselves to time-reversal symmetric systems; we are concerned only with the general features of linking between chiral vortices. Also, as shown below, other distinct scenarios, which are not constrained by the discussions of Ref. [14] , are in fact topologically equivalent to this one, making it a valuable starting point of analysis, due to its simplicity.
B. Dirac string and trivial vortex
As previously discussed, the double link of chiral vortices returns the same topological invariant as simple links between Dirac strings and trivial vortices, 2) ). Indeed, the latter process corresponds to the introduction of a π-flux into a pair of chiral Majorana modes, and in the Josephsonjunction picture amounts to a π evolution of the Josephson phase. Again, this process therefore involves the exchange of an e/2 charge between the trivial vortex and Dirac string.
C. Chiral vortex and trivial vortex
A simple way to study this problem is to consider the additive properties of the link invariant as discussed in Sec. II B. Decomposing the trivial vortex in terms of chiral vortices of opposite chirality,
the linking at matter is the same as discussed for a single linking between chiral vortices, if one notices that
i.e., the linking invariant between chiral vortices of opposite chirality vanishes. Following our present analysis, therefore, we conclude that linkings between chiral vortices and trivial vortices also reduce to our original scenario, and that 8-fold linkings between them also return a trivial process.
V. FURTHER FRACTIONALIZATION
In this section, we discuss further fractionalization possibilities which can be facilitated by strong many-body interactions. The vortices we have been considering so far have restricted topological indices, namely N Φ + N is even. This is a result from the fact that all vortices can be decomposed into combinations of the two primitive chiral vortices, which have (N Φ , N ) = (1, 1) and (1, −1) respectively. In other words, a chiral Majorana string (or in general a string with half-integral chiral central charge) must be accompanied by a half-flux quantum Φ = hc/4e (resp. an odd multiple of hc/4e). Here we seek fractional vortices that allow N Φ + N to be odd. In this instance, the smallest fractional vortices will have (N Φ , N ) = (1, 0) and (0, 1). The former will only carry a magnetic flux Φ = hc/4e and the latter will be a pure chiral Majorana string. The fractionalization will therefore completely decouple or deconfine all electronic chiral modes from magnetic fluxes. We will conclude this section by speculating the fractional quasiparticle exchange through linking between such fractional vortices.
We begin with the superconducting Dirac semimetal Hamiltonian (5) with the pairing ∆Γ as then. It was then seen to be convenient to decompose the pairing parameters in ∆ ± , each corresponding to the pairing energy gap of a Weyl fermion with chirality τ z = ±1, respectively. When the pairing phases ϕ ± of the pairing parameters ∆ ± = |∆ ± |e iϕ± are 0 or π, the system is time reversal symmetric and falls into class DIII of the AltlandZirnbauer classification 37 of electronic band theories. Along a surface interface separating two domains with pairing phases (ϕ + , ϕ − ) = (0, 0) and (π, 0), there lies a massless 2D Majorana fermion protected by time reversal. This is identical to the anomalous boundary surface state of a class DIII topological superconductor [28] [29] [30] 38 in 3D such as the superfluid-B phase of He 3 . This Majorana surface state can acquire a time reversal breaking mass by having imaginary pairing; this mass can either be a positive or a negative number, and say we have this by shifting, either, δϕ + = π ± , for concreteness. Alternatively, the surface Majorana fermion can also gain a time reversal symmetric many-body mass gap through strong interactions. 10 In this case the interacting gapped surface also carries a long-range entangled fermionic topological order and supports a SO(3) 3 (or SU (2) 6 ) like anyon structure, which also manifests as protected boundary degrees of freedom. Appendix C contains some general information about SO(N ) 1 WessZumino-Witten CFTs, intended as a review of properties and relations used to understand our following results.
We may thus consider a tri-junction separating such three distinct massive surface states, as depicted in Figure (N Φ , N ) = (1, 1) .
The chiral vortex is then non-locally split and fractionalized into a pair of smaller components (green lines). They are facilitated by the insertion of the many-body interacting symmetric SO(3) 3 (red) surface. From the conservation of energy-momentum and magnetic field, each fractional line interface carries half of the magnetic flux and thermal current, i.e. (N Φ , N ) = (1/2, 1/2) (and chiral central charge c = 1/4). For instance the pairing phase ϕ + winds only by π once around a fractional line interface (see figure 4) .
A. The G = SO(3)3 SO(4)1 conformal field theory The low energy modes running along the fractional vortex can be described by a conformal field theory with chiral central charge c = 1/4. One possible theory is given by the relative tensor product G = SO(3) 3 SO(4) 1 .
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Here we review the primary field (fundamental excitation) content of this theory. The SO(3) 3 (or equivalently SU (2) 6 ) theory has 7 primary fields labeled by j = 0, 1/2, . . . , 3 with conformal dimensions h j = j(j + 1)/8. For instance, 3 behaves like a Majorana fermion. The Monodromy phase between a primary field j with the fermion 3 gives 1 if j is an integer, or −1 if j is a halfinteger. Thus in a closed ring geometry, the half-integral primary field excitations j = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 must come in pairs, unless there exists another chiral vortex of the same Weyl fermion that links the fractional vortex. In this case, the chiral vortex changes the periodic boundary condition of the fractional vortex by an additional −1 phase, and forces odd multiples of the half-integral primary fields.
The SO(3) 3 theory however has a chiral central charge of 9/4, which is off the appropriate chiral central charge 1/4 by 2. This is compensated by the SO(4) 1 sector, which is represented with the overline to indicate that it is assumed to propagate in the opposite direction. The SO(4) 1 = SU (2) 1 × SU (2) 1 theory is Abelian and has a bosonized description.
where I, J = 1, 2 labels the two decoupled SU (2) 1 sectors and K IJ = −2δ IJ is the Cartan matrix of SO(4)
The semion pairs 1s2 is fermionic and should be identified with j = 3 in the SO(3) 3 sector to represent the Majorana fermion. The identification is achieved by condensing 11,12 the Abelian boson 3 ⊗s 1s2 in the tensor product theory SO(3) 3 ⊗ SO(4)
The two γ ± excitations (not to be confused with the Majorana fields of our previous non-interacting discussions) are non-Abelian and obey the fusion rules
The odd sector G 1 contains the remaining 3 halfintegral primary fields α + ≡ 1/2⊗s 1 , β ≡ 3/2⊗s 1 , α − ≡ 5/2 ⊗s 1 that are non-local (i.e. have non-trivial, −1, monodromy) with the fermion f . The half-integral fields alone would not be local with the boson condensate 3 ⊗s 1s2 if they were not tensored with the semions 1 . The boson condensate identifies α + ≡ 5/2 ⊗s 2 , β ≡ 3/2 ⊗s 2 , α − ≡ 1/2 ⊗s 2 . They obey the fusion rules
Their conformal dimensions and quantum dimensions are listed in table III. The modular S-matrix is given by
where i, j = 0, 1, . . . , 6 are ordered according to the 7 primary fields 1, α + , γ + , β, γ − , α − , f . We notice that the G CFT has a Z 2 grading structure G = G 0 ⊕ G 1 where primary fields x are separated by the monodromy phase M xf = ±1 with the fermion f (see table III ). The grading is compatible with fusion in the sense that G σ × G τ → G σ+τ for σ, τ = 0, 1 mod 2. Moreover the two sectors have identical quantum dimensions
In a closed ring geometry with a fixed fermion boundary condition, the CFT is restricted to one of the two sectors.
B. Fractional vortices and fractional linking
The fractional vortex we discussed in the previous subsection involves a π winding of pairing phase ϕ + of the positive chiral Weyl fermion. It has topological index (N Φ , N ) = (1/2, 1/2). Similarly one can introduce a many-body interacting gap at a π-junction for the negative chiral Weyl fermion. Such a π pairing vortex of the negative chiral Weyl fermion has topological index (N Φ , N ) = (1/2, −1/2), where the low energy modes propagate in the opposite direction of the magnetic flux. This can be shown by reversing the propagating directions as well as replacing ϕ + ↔ ϕ − in figure 3 . Combining these fracional vortices with opposite chiralities, we arrive at the two primitive fractional vortices hinted in the introduction of this section: The half-vortex carries counter-propagating low energy CFT's G ⊗ G which are not protected. Noticing the current algebra structure in G = SO(3) 3 SO(4) 1 and G = SO(3) 3 SO(4) 1 , the low energy modes can gain a many-body mass by the backscattering interaction
where J = (J 1 , . . . , J D ) are the Kac-Moody current operators of the Affine Lie algebras, for D = 3 or 6 the dimensions of SO(3) or SO(4).
On the other hand, the magnetic flux cancels along the the Majorana string whereas the two low energy CFT's are co-propagating. We denote the combination of the the CFT's by the relative tensor product F = G 
The relative tensor product G I b G II is a result from condensing the above bosonic set. The fusion content of the condensed theory was presented in Ref. 11 . Here we review the relevant features of the condensation following the procedure proposed in Ref. 12 .
First the condensation of the fermion pair f I f II identifies the fermions and the semions
The condensation of the non-Abelian boson γ
Under these identifications, the tensor product G I ⊗ G II reduces to the Z 2 × Z 2 -graded fusion theory
where the components are generated by F 00 = 1, f, g ± ,
Here σ and a descend from the original tensor product theory by identifying
For instance, the new field σ behaves exactly like the Ising twist field with conformal dimension h σ = h α + h β = 27/32 + 7/32 ≡ 1/16 (mod 1). It also obeys the appropriate fusion rule
Moreover, it can be shown that a can be generated by combining
To complete the fusion theory, other fusion rules can be deduced from the original ones in G I ⊗ G II together with the modified β I β II = 2a. The Z 2 ×Z 2 grading structure (45) is defined according to the monodromy phases M xf I , M xf II = ±1 with the two fermions f I and f II . Each component carries the identical quantum dimension
Among the fusion theory F , all fields are confined by the condensate (42), except for
which is identical to the primary field content of the chiral Ising CFT (or chiral Majorana fermion). This justifies the terminology of calling the pair
The other confined fields in F in (45) are not primary field excitations of the Ising CFT. They should be treated as extrinsic defects. In a closed ring geometry, the antiperiodic fermionic boundary condition only allows the primary fields in F 0 = 1, f to appear. When linking the Majorana string C 1 : (N Φ , N ) = (0, 1) with a regular non-chiral vortex C 2 : (N Φ , N ) = (2, 0), the boundary condition changes to periodic, enforcing the presence of a zero mode and the twist field sector F 1 = σ . The exchange of a Majorana zero mode agrees with the expectation from the linking invariant (9) L(C 1 , C 2 ) = 1. When linking the Majorana string C 1 : (N Φ , N ) = (0, 1) with a chiral vortex C 2 : (N Φ , N ) = (1, 1), only the 1st fermion f I has a change in the boundary condition. This fractional boundary condition twists the Ising CFT to the defect sector F 10 = α I ± , β I in (45) . From (46), we see that the non-Abelian α and β fields are fractionalizations of the Ising twist field σ, and therefore in a sense, half a zero mode is exchanged in the linking process. This matches with the linking invariant L(C 1 , C 2 ) = 1/2.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The classification of topological phases in the presence of interactions remains an open problem. Just as in the non-interacting limit 27 , we see that the introduction of spatial defects introduces a new layer of subtleties to this problem also in the interacting case. The defects carry internal structure and the rearrangement of this structure under manipulations of the defects allow for a topological classification in terms of their protected modes and quasiparticle exchanges. As we showed, such classification is sensitive to the effects of interactions.
We considered one-dimensional defects, strings, immersed in s-wave superconducting Dirac metals. We showed existence of three distinct types of vortices, namely regular vortices, Dirac strings and chiral vortices, which can be used as building blocks to any more complicate scenario. They are classified in terms of a pair of numbers (N Φ , N ), which count the amount of hc/4e and of chiral Majorana modes, respectively, carried by a given vortex. From these quantities, we introduced a topological invariant, called the linking invariant, characterized by a counting of the distinct number of links between vortex loops, as well as their inners structures. With our invariant, a topological classification of vortex strings under linking processes was provided.
The linking of closed loops is a non-smooth process which connects two topologically distinct situations. Previously described by means of instanton calculations and topological electromagnetic responses 9,14,33 , their description in the superconducting scenarios becomes more complicated, owing to the existence of electromagnetically neutral chiral Majorana modes propagating along the vortices (we emphasize the puzzling nature of the problem due to the charge neutral Majorana mode). Our picture of describing these topologically non-smooth phenomena in terms of Josphson effects offers a new alternative to approach the problem, which as we showed allows even for an explicit and microscopic consideration of effects of interactions. In particular, it allowed us showing that the vortices in these systems follow a Z 8 classification. Several connections are then hinted by our work, relating topological classifications, pumps, defects, Josephson effects, instanton processes; the particular relation between Josephson effects and instanton processes is particularly remarkable.
Our extension of the problem to strong interactions also adds to the zoo of exotic fractional quasi-particles. While we cannot prove that our anyon condensation picture is unique, it is based on the Bais-Slingerland condensation procedure 11, 12 , and is both the simplest possibility and is consistent with all of our structures. In particular, its consistency with our defined topological invariant is a strong suggestion that our process is following the correct direction.
Questions remains that can be approached. Whether the relationship between Josephson effects and topological instanton processes can be extended to other scenarios is one of them. Also remains the possibility of relating the classification of the distinct types of strings, which is a 1D defect classification, to the Z 16 classification of bulk time-reversal topological superconductors, which is a bulk 3D classification related by bulk-boundary correspondence to surfaces as 2D defects. Regarding this last point, the consideration of quasi-particles spins, not considered here yet, may be of importance.
The main characters in our analysis of vortex-linking problems are the carried magnetic fluxes the inner structure of chiral bound states in vortices of s-wave superconducting Weyl Hamiltonians. Here we discuss in detail the physics of vortex bound states in this context, precisely showing that the lowest energy ones correspond to electrically neutral Majorana chiral modes (3). We start with a review of known results and then extend them both analytically and numerically.
Algebraic radial BdG Hamiltonian
Let us display a general procedure which allows the analytical, in some limits, and numerical, generally, evaluation of the mean-field superconducting states in the presence of a vortex. We follow the general lines of 39, 40 . Start with a superconducting Weyl fermion in 3D with a vortex along the z-direction. The full second quantized Hamiltonian, in the presence of a vortex and a background EM field, reads
Our basis has Γ = ρ z σ and Λ x = ρ x , with ρ and σ Pauli matrices in the Nambu and spin spaces, respectively. It will prove enough to set the k z -dispersion to zero and treat it perturbatively in each bound mode, in order to see the chiral structure appearing. We also start at the limit of vanishing external gauge fields, returning to them later, in order to study the electromagnetic coupling and charge of the vortex bound state. So we take k z = A = A 0 = 0 and make use of the assume rotational symmetry along the z-direction, writing wavefunctions as
The function φ (r) satisfies the radial superconducting Weyl equation at k z = 0, obtained from h ⊥ , which reads
where we rescaled the energies by the gap strength ∆ 0 and lengths by the coherence length v F /∆ 0 ; then, labeling the dimensionless variables by bars. In what follows we omit the bars to avoid cluttering. Define the kinetic Hamiltonian
We expand the wavefunctions in terms of Bessel functions. Noticing the following recurrence relations
we may define the raising and lowering operators
They naturally act as
and allows writing the Bessel equation naturally as
In this language, the kinetic Hamiltonian reads
This suggests that eigenstates of the kinetic Hamiltonian may be written as (αJ l−1 (kr), βJ l (kr))
T which can be computed by solving
Solutions give energies λ ± l (k) = −µ±k. The corresponding coefficients are
We thus write
The normalization factor reads
In this continuum limit,
but the orthonormalization factors will be regularized in the case of a finite cylinder, which will be used for numerical computation of the solutions. Nambu partner wavefunctions are derived similarly by diagonalizing −K l+1 . The states read
with energiesλ
We take the same label l in the eigenvalues λ for both Nambu sectors as we will sum over the same values of k (even in the finite radius cylinder.)
The eigenstates of the vortex BdG Hamiltonian thus read
This procedure allows writing the BdG equation in a purely algebraic form,
Taking the scalar product with φ nl with a´rdr measure, and using
we end at the problem To compute the low-energy superconducting wavefunctions and vortex boundstates spectrum numerically, it is enough to consider only these. In a finite system with radius R, k → α lj /R, where α lj is the j-th zero of an order l Bessel function. We focus in values of j around the lowest energy-bands crossing, grey region with the blue and red lines crossing.
Take a positive value for the chemical potential µ. We are interested in the eigenstates of the problem induced by the superconducting pairing. The states with kinetic energies λ − above are then high-energy and do not cross the Fermi level for any value of k. They are not relevant for the low energy excitations or superconducting pairing in general. One may then neglect the unnecessary coefficients,
in which case the eigenvalue problem simplifies tô
Quite generally, the complete set of states solving these consists of states with E nl ∼ ∆ 0 , which correspond to scattering states unbound to the vortex, and E n CdG l = ∆ 2 0 /E F × l. The wavefunctions read
The normalization obeys N + k =Ñ − k ≡ N k and that we may discard the + labels.
Finite size cylinder and numerics
We may apply the previous results to a finite sized cylinder in order to implement a numerical diagonalization as a check that our diagonalization scheme works.
We set a finite size in the cylinder radius R. The wavefunction expansion then reads
The momentum variables are exchanged as k → α lj , where α lj l is the j-th zero of the l-order Bessel function. Making use of the Bessel functions identities, normalization reads,
independently of the Nambu sector. According to Fig. 5 , the index j is an integer summed in a range N 0 (even for simplicity), from −N 0 /2 up to N 0 /2 fixed at a starting value N i which fixes α lNi /R ∼ k F .
The matrix elements now read approximatelŷ
and
where ξ = v F π/∆ 0 is the SC coherence length and ∆ 0 is the magnitude of the SC pairing. Thus, defining
where Φ † ln Φ ln = δ nn , the eigenvalue problem becomes completely algebraic
. . .
To solve for the eigenstates, all one needs to compute are the following integrals,
in the proper range of j values. We fix
The obtained spectrum follows in Fig.6 . The bound states have a spectrum with a linear dependence in the angular momentum l and scale with the mini-gap
Quite generally, one may write
E F l, for the vortexbound states; of crucial importance is the absence of the half-integer shift in l, present in the Caroli-de GennesMatricon modes of vortices in s-wave superconductors in quadratically dispersing bands 2 . It is precisely the l = 0 zero-energy mode which will disperse linearly with k z , forming the vortex-bound chiral modes.
z-dispersion and EM Hamiltonian
Now we treat the Hamiltonians leading to dispersion along the vortex and the coupling to electromagnetic probes, h z and h EM , respectively. We make use of the states computed above to rewrite the these Hamiltonians in a basis which diagonalizes h ⊥ , so that we can extract the k z dispersion, as well as electromagnetic coupling, of the bound states sector.
We will consider A = (0, 0, Et), which is enough to probe for the electric charge of the vortex dispersing modes. Conveniently, as this field is independent of z, k z remains a good quantum number in this situation.
The fermionic field expansion in a complete basis now reads,
We have
Let us compute these matrix elements explicitly. First, notice that
and that the exponential factor e i(l− ρz +σz 2 )θ commutes with both Γ z and ρ z Γ z . We then write
and notice that
and similarly for ρ z Γ z . Making use of some continuum Bessel function identities, one obtains,
These represent renormalizations of the velocity and electromagnetic charge felt by the z-dispersing modes in the Weyl superconductor with a vortex. In this new basis we thus have
l=0 bound modes are chargeless
Here it is our goal to show thatq nn 0 = 0 if n and n correspond to bound states, which we write as n CdG .
We start relating the coefficients c ± and d ± . From particle-hole symmetry Ξ = ρ y σ y K. Now {L z , Ξ} = 0 implies
Using J −l = (−1) l J l for l integer and that the coefficients c ± and d ± are real, the constant of proportion is −i and
with matching signs. As the vortex bound modes decouple from the scattering ones, one expects that
which can be actually confirmed from our explicit numerically obtained coefficients, in the case of a finite cylinder. Then, for the CdG modes, (for these we omit the n labels)
and, in particular, the l = 0 mode reads
and, similarly,
Thusq nn 0 = 0 and the l = 0 modes do not couple to electromagnetic fields, although they do disperse along k z .
Vortex bound states spectrum is chiral
Let us now compute the spectrum as function of k z perturbatively. We neglect the effects of the vector potential and write
with the first quantized Hamiltonian
Now we are able to compute the corrections of k z in the energy E nl at fixed n = n CdG and given l in perturbation theory. We start focusing in the subspace of CdG modes
These states are non-degenerate in l and perturbation theory is computed easily. The first order corrections in k z read simply
Now, to second order, we have
For a fixed angular momentum l, the states labeled by n = n CdG separate in states of positive energy and states of negative energy, which we label as n ± , respectively. These states have energies of the order of the SC gap ∆ 0 . We may then write
Let us focus shortly atm 0 . In this case, since particlehole symmetry sends l = 0 → 0, then we have pairs of modes which obey E n−l = −E n+l andṽ l n+n CdG = v l n−n CdG (up to a sign factor which cancels in the multiplication by the conjugate transpose.) Then
The l = 0 states receive no contribution to second order in perturbation theory. Let us make also a crude analysis of the energy denominator. We may write the contributions approximately as
where represents the mini-gap energies of the CdG modes and∆ 0 represents the energies of the gapped higher energy modes. We clearly see that the sign of m l depends on the sign of the CdG mode energies. Thus an analysis of the energy denominator also suggests that if l > 0 thenm l > 0 and if l < 0 thenm l < 0. So we may write
Notice that for the charge elementsq l , the arguments above follow much in the same way. The the effects of external fields in the l = 0 mode also vanish to second order in perturbation theory, at least if one only considers couplings between the vortex bound states and the bulk scattering ones (that is, neglect the surface modes, as we have up to now).
We may thus extrapolate our perturbation power series as a Taylor series for a hyperbolic dispersion. Taking into account the signs of masses and charges and the zero mode neutrality, while neglecting the system dependent quantities, a phenomenological Hamiltonian capturing the general physics of vortex bound modes in an infinite radius Weyl superconducting s-wave cylinder reads
where γ kz0 are Majorana fermionic operators and c kzl are regular complex fermions. The corresponding Lagrangian for the chiral modes, as used in the main text, follows from the standard procedure.
Appendix B: QSHJJ pumps
The ground state of a Josephson junction at the edge of a quantum spin-Hall insulator evolves in a highly nontrivial way under an adiabatic ramp of the phase difference across the junction. In the presence of interactions, it was shown in Ref. [13] that, despite the 2π periodicity of the Hamiltonian, an 8π evolution of the Josephson phase must occur before the junction's ground state returned to its original state. This anomalous Z 4 Josephson effect has important consequences in the linking properties of chiral strings as it enforces that a process of "tying" a total of 8 links between the loops can actually be "untied" back into a pair of disjoint loops. Here we will revisit the physics of the anomalous Z 4 Josephson effect at the edges of quantum spin-Hall insulators, adding some details to previously known results, and expanding them to our present setting and purposes. We will follow Ref. [13] and first treat the problem at the non-interacting level, then take into account density-density interactions inside the junction perturbatively; following that, we will introduce a bosonization picture to capture more details of the ground state evolution, like the pumping of fractionally charged quasi-particle.
a. Microscopic fermion picture
In our gauge choice, the present problem is equivalent both physically and algebraically to that of Ref. [13] in the long junction limit. Let us start by diagonalizing the superconducting Hamiltonian (33) . To achieve this, the bulk modes are treated simply as free right and left movers and we apply explicitly the superconducting boundary conditions at the edges
As a result, the fermionic field operators can be expanded in two distinct sets σ each with a tower of states labeled by an integer n,
and where the single-particle energies are
Notice also the 4π periodicity of the states under ϕ evolution, characteristic of the 4π Josephson Effect in the presence of Majorana fermions. It is useful to consider the discrete symmetries of the Hamiltonian. They are defined as
Together with the periodicity of the Hamiltonian h (ϕ) = h (ϕ + 2π), the time-reversal operation enforces that ϕ = 0, π are two time-reversal invariant points, with a Kramers degenerate spectrum. The particle-hole constraint, which must be satisfied at every value of ϕ, fixes
at the first and second-quantized level, respectively. The application of particle-hole and time-reversal together enforces a chiral symmetry in the time-reversal invariant points which relates energies as E −n = −E n . The analysis of the particle-hole redundancy above implies that the physical Hilbert space is achieved after normal ordering with respect to the filled negative energy ground state as in Fig. 7 , obtaining
The normal ordering and building-up of the many body-spectrum here deserves some more in-depth attention, due to its non-trivial behavior upon variation of ϕ. From the single body energy spectrum, one sees that E 0,+ (ϕ) = −π + ϕ and E 0,− (ϕ) = π − ϕ. For ϕ < π, the FIG. 7. Single particle spectrum analysis of the chiral loop linking problem. We measure energies in units of v/2L and plot them as function of ϕ = 0 → 2π, whose axis label is suppressed. The negative energy states are artificial from BdG doubling and are folded into positive energies by considering a filled sea of them, normal ordering the Hamiltonian. Blue and red correspond to σ = ±, respectively. Depending if ϕ < π or ϕ > π, the ground state will have a different filling.
first state above has negative energy, while for ϕ > π it is the second one that has, in fact, negative energy. We normal order with respect to a negative-energy filled ground state. If we classify the states by the parity of occupation of the state created by c † 0,+ , that is µ = (−1)
where |0 is the empty state. The ground state parity is phase dependent. This is the hallmark of the 4π periodic Josephson-effect. We can proceed with this analysis and build the manybody spectrum, classifying it according to the parity of each state. Above the ground states, the first excited states, for example, are readily written
Through the relationship c † 0,− ∼ c 0,+ we see that the first excited states have opposite parity with respect to the ground state.
It will prove relevant to study also the next four excited levels. They will comprise a set of four states which become degenerate at ϕ = π. Starting with ϕ < π, they are given by
(B20) For ϕ > π, the ground state changes. States like 2b are not possible anymore, as one cannot remove particles with c 0+ , or the full vector vanishes. The new set of states is, from lowest to largest energy, in fact given by
The proper application of the c 0,± operators in the ground state allows one to compute the parity of each of the excited ones. The corresponding many-body spectrum is produced in Fig. 8 , with the parity of each state represented by full/dashed lines, showing that the four lowest-energy two-particle states are degenerate at ϕ = π. These results match, with those of Ref. [13] in the long-junction limit.
As previously discussed, the periodicity of the ground state evolution in ϕ is 4π, in contrast with the Hamiltonian which is 2π periodic, and we have the regular Z 2 parity pump of topological Josephson junctions. Yet, this is a single-body scenario. It is a remarkable property of quantum spin-Hall Josephson junctions that interactions may lead to more complex fractionalization of the Josephson effect, even without breaking the time-reversal symmetry which is responsible, in part, for the state degeneracies. In fact, while time-reversal symmetry protects the degeneracies at ϕ = 0, π by Kramers' theorem, one also has the further degeneracy due to the ground state parity µ = (−1) c † 0,+ c0,+ . This can then be lifted, for example, by density-density interactions, which penalize in energy states with more particles.
Indeed, introducing an interaction Hamiltonian
L ψ L , and treating its effects perturbatively on the four states at ϕ = π (the calculations are involved and will omitted here), one obtains µ , σ |:
up to a global energy shift. The four degenerate states gap-out by
which can be, again, compared to the result of Ref. [13] in the large L limit. In this many-body scenario, Kramers' symmetry is retained, as time-reversal symmetry is not broken. The realization of time-reversal symmetry in this problem connects sectors µ, σ to −µ, −σ, such that the product µσ is a good quantum number. The gap opens between µσ = +1 and µσ = −1 as represented in Fig. 9 . Perturbations which break the time-reversal symmetry are also allowed, and would shift the avoided crossing region away from ϕ = π, yet, not changing the physical scenario of the Z 4 Josephson effect.
b. Bosonization picture
In order to develop an understanding of the physical implications of the 8π periodic Josephson effect, or rather the periodicity of the string Hilbert-space rearranging under an 8-fold linking of two (1, 1) vortices, we can apply a bosonization analysis of the previous problem. We again follow and expand the analysis of Ref. [13] in somewhat more detail, so that the results of this section serve both as a check of their result, as well as a pointing to, and explanation of, subtleties which deserve further discussion.
Defining η = 1, −1 for R, L modes, respectively, one identifies where x c regularizes the theory at large momentum and the bosonic fields obey equal time commutation relations
If one further introduces the conjugate fields
one can rewrite the non-interacting quantum-spin-Hall Josephson-junction Hamiltonian as
where U 0 = v/2πx c . In terms of the bosonic variables, the boundary conditions thus read
where n, n are fixed by the ground state. Now we move to interactions. The first interaction of our interest is the density-density term of before, which translates into
We may now restart the problem close to the fixed point of pinned θ, treating the effects from H φ perturbatively. The low-energy Hamiltonian will describe the time fluctuations of a single degree of freedom θ, constant through the junction length x : 0 → L and whose Hilbert space contains four distinct coherent states of fixed values
The corresponding Hamiltonian can be read off from the densities (B38) with the θ-conjugate momentum Π = 1 π ∂ x φ, from Hamilton's equations, and we find
Here θ is an operator which measures the value of θ n on the distinct states of fixed value. The boundary Hamiltonian is written 
and will then be treated in perturbation theory. For this, we need to fix the Hilbert space of the unperturbed problem. One must be careful, as a gauge freedom exists between the four states which must be accounted for, and is fixed by the superconducting phase ϕ which appears in the perturbation Hamiltonian V . To fix this gauge freedom issue, we act in order to transfer all the superconducting phase dependence from the perturbation to the states. We start with the operatorsÔ O α |θ (t, x) = e iαθ(t,x) |θ (t, x) , Q β |θ (t, x) = |θ (t, x) + βθ (x − x 1 ) θ (x 2 − x) .
As Π is the momentum conjugate to θ,Q β is a translation operator for θ by a quantity β. The four distinct ground states contain constant fields through the chain distinguished by shifts of π/2 as seen in (B44). Thus, this brings our attention to the operator
which translates θ by π/2 globally in the junction. As a final step we translate the bosonic field at an extremum as φ (0) → φ (0) − ϕ 2 . This may introduce a kink in the field through the junction, in order not to change the boundary condition at the other extremity, but this process can at worst introduce a constant energy shift to the 
The problem is ready. We have the perturbation Hamiltonian (B50) and a carefully built set of states in the Hilbert space |n ≡ e 
where |θ 0 is a defined reference state. Under this procedure, the superconducting boundary term indeed just fixes the periodicity in θ, which becomes compact, defined modulo 2π, while the superconducting phase difference across the junction is carried only by the distinct states.
We are ready to extract physical quantities out of this problem. First, we study the charge difference between adjacent states. We find n + 1
ˆ:
n : n + 1 − n ˆ:
or
Up to a global ground state charge, the four states |θ n have charge differences as multiples of e/2. One may then compute the transition amplitude of θ n (t) between two states n and n as n e −HT n = e i(n−n ) ϕ 4
θ n e −HT θ n ≡ e i(n−n )
with Euclidean action
and boundary conditions θ (0) = θ n and θ (T ) = θ n . The computation of the amplitude may be done in the standard instanton gas approximation 36 and shows an energy splitting between the four, otherwise degenerate, states, given by ∆ n ,n = Ke −S n ,n inst ≡ t n ,n .
where the classical instanton action is S n ,n inst = θ n θn dθL √ 4πvV 0 cos 4θ and K is a numerical constant that can be computed out of the functional determinant and is of the order of unity.
This energy splitting can be captured in an effective tight-binding Hamiltonian H ef f = − n,n t n,n e i(n−n ) ϕ 4 |θ n θ n | .
From the instanton classical action, one sees that log tn,0 t n ,0 = L √ 4πvV 0 (n − n)I 1 , where I 1 = π/4+π/2 π/4 dθ √ cos 4θ is an elliptic integral. This implies that the ratio of the hopping amplitudes between neighbors falls off exponentially with the distance between the neighbors. If only nearest and next-nearest neighbors are kept, the effective Hamiltonian reduces to that of Ref. [13] , which describes a dynamical hopping of θ between states transporting charge e/2 and e in nearest and nextnearest neighbor hopping processes, respectively. 41, 42 or affine Kac-Moody algebra at level 1. Here we review some relevant features of the so(N ) 1 algebra, which are wellknown and can be found in standard texts on conformal field theory (CFT) such as Ref. 43 .
The so(N ) 1 currents have the free field representation where f βγδ are the structure constants of the so(N ) Lie algebra. Since the SO(N ) 1 WZW CFT describes a free chiral N -component Majorana fermion theory, it carries an anomalous heat (energy) current [44] [45] [46] that only propagate along a single direction at temperature T 
where λ labels some d-dimensional irreducible representation of so(N ) and t β λ is the d×d matrix representing the generator t β of so(N ). For example, it is straightforward to check by using the definition (C2) and the OPE (C3) that the Majorana fermion γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ N ) is primary with respect to the fundamental vector representation of SO(N ), i.e. 
There are extra primary fields other than the the trivial vacuum 1 and the fermion γ. The spinor representations σ, for N odd, or s + and s − , for N even, also correspond to primary fields of so(N ) 1 . Their scaling dimensions ,or conformal spins, are
Unlike the infinite number of irreducible representations of a Lie algebra, the extended affine so(N ) 1 algebra only has a truncated set of primary fields {1, γ, σ}, for N odd, or {1, γ, s + , s − }, for N even.
To fully characterize a set of primary fields, besides their quantum numbers, one has to determine the socalled fusion rules. These come as a set of multiplication
